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After numerous comedic false entrances, Matthew Johnson was finally 
welcomed to the stage by our Monday Night Host, Roy Marsh. Matthew 
immediately leapt into the presentation of two routines: an ‘eaten-and-
restored’ gum and a sugar packet prediction. I sensed our lecturer viewed 
these as almost throw-away items, as he questioned whether anyone actually 
didn’t know how they were done. From the near silence across the theatre I 
suspect he baffled most of those present – testament to the strength of 
material we were being offered. 
 
Next we were shown a complete routine to music, featuring endless vanishes 
and reappearances of a ‘blooming blossom’ flower and sponge balls. 
Together this made for a tight and entertaining three minutes which would suit 
audiences right across the age spectrum from adults through to nursery age. 
 
Matthew followed this with his version of Any Card at Any Number. Telling us 
that this was inspired by David Berglas (but then what version of ACAAN 
isn’t…) this was simply knock-out! Whilst this routine was the only one not 
explained on the night, a DVD-based booklet was for sale afterwards. 
 
Three shorter pieces followed: a routine for Tenyo’s What’s Next, with 
rhyming patter, a visual vanishing card case and an impromptu finger stab –
based on Peter Kane’s Finger Flinger. A mobile phone-based prediction 
followed which used a well-concealed, and very effective, electronic gizmo. 
This routine, The Moment, broadly allows the magician to predict a choice of 
pretty much anything. Whilst not cheap, on sale through dealers for around 
£175, this device is in the miracle class and idea for parlour and close-up 
workers. 
 
Finally we were presented with Matthew’s Tossed Out Deck routine. The 
decks were not tossed-out and five spectators found themselves on stage in 
zany hats attempting the moves from ‘YMCA’. Needless to say it was ten 
minutes of great fun which finished with a powerful magical revelation. No 
wonder that Matthew describes this as the effect he’s most known for! 
 
All the magic we were shown was strong, practical and finished completely 
reset for the next performance. This, together with Matthew’s infectious 
personality, good humour, running gags and exceptionally clear teaching, 
gave us an evening that was a real treat! 


